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To search our souls,
To meditate,
Will not suffice
For Lent.

To share the cross,
To sacrifice,
These are the things
God meant.
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— J a n e McKay Lanning
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"But He was wounded for our transgressions, He was bruised for our iniquities: the
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chastisement of our peace was upon H i m ; and with His stripes we are healed." Isa. 5 3 : 5 .
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EVANGELICAL

In 1925 the Cassels moved to Upland, California, where their daughter,
Alma, was teaching in Beulah College,
when it was yet in its infancy.
They have three daughters: Alma
B. Cassel, is Dean of Beulah College:
Lela P., with the husband Wm. M.
Common, and their foster son, Dennis,
reside in Hamilton, Ontario; Miriam
E., and her husband Glen D. Byer, and
their children, Joan, Dale. Elaine and
Shirley, live in Brown Co., Kansas,
near the Pleasant Hill Church where
they are active in Sunday School,
Church and community work.
Brother and Sister Cassel live at
781—3rd Ave., Upland, California,
happy to have with them their daughter, Alma, who has served as teacher
and dean in Beulah College for about
24 years.
They wish to thank all their friends
for the many congratulations and
well wishes sent to them on January
17, 1949, their sixtieth wedding anniversary.
The Evangelical Visitor extends
congratulations to Brother and Sister
Cassel on this anniversary.

March 7, 1949

In Step With God

BROTHER AND SISTER CASSEL
OBSERVE SIXTIETH
ANNIVERSARY
Brother Elwood Cassel and Sister
Emma Hartman were married in the
Maple Grove Brethren in C h r i s t
Church near Springfield, Ohio, January 17, 1889. The ceremony was performed by Eld. S. L. Herr (grandfather of Eld. 0. U. Herr) in the presence of a large congregation gathered
for a revival that was being held by
Bishop B. F. Hoover of Mansfield,
Ohio.
Because of the wedding, Lydia Otewalt, an aunt of the bride, attended
the revival service that evening and
was soundly converted, later uniting
with the church. She was a devoted
member until she was called Home at
the age of 91.
Brother and Sister Cassel lived on
his father's farm west of Pleasant
Hill, Ohio. About the year 1894, they
• were ordained to the office of deacon
and served faithfully as long as health
permitted. In 1902 they moved to
Montgomery County, near the 'Pairview Church, north of Dayton, Ohio.
Sister Cassel was a member of the
Home Mission Board from 1911 to
1918. And in 1912 Brother Cassel and
Eld. I. C. Engle helped Eld. W. H
Boyer find the location and start the
Mission at 601 Taylor St., Dayton, its
present location. It was here in March,
1913, that Sister Cassel and Sister
Anna Hoover, a worker in the Mission, were taking care of the family—
Grandpa Boyer, Clarence, (C. W.
Boyer, secretary of the General Sunday School Board, and Rozella, wife
of Eld. O. U. Herr) while Brother and
Sister Boyer were attending State
Council in Northern Ohio, when a disastrous flood swept over the major
part of Dayton—almost submerging
the Mission Home, and forcing the occupants to be rescued by boat.

VISITOR

B. M. Books
EE those lively boys on that playground;
they are teaming up for a contest, and
how eager they are. How enthusiasticallv
the places are assigned and the game is off
to a good start. Ere long one grumbles,
"not fair," and after a while another yells,
"you cheated." And presently one says, "if
that is the way you run the game, I won't
play." There he goes skulking from the
field. With a little rearranging the game
goes on. Again the game goes on and is
about half way through, when one breaks a
basic rule. He refuses to take his penalty
and prefers rather to quit. He thinks it
will spite the rest, but the game goes on
as best it can to the end leaving the two
on the side line to grieve and nurse their
hurt feelings.

S

The above is quite typical of the game
many play in the home and the church.
There are those who are dependable and
others very dependable, while a few must
be graded otherwise.
Take the four who brought a sick man to
Jesus for healing. They had to agree as to
the time when this was to be, they must decide what method they will use, and they
must all have about the same amount of
seriousness or earnestness. Their own comfort and convenience was no consideration.
To be in step with God means also to be
in step with one another. It means to be
in step with kindred spirits and souls.
The Apostolic Church after Pentecost
sallied forth, one and all flaming evangels
without an earthly commander. "They that
were scattered abroad went every where
preaching the Word." Their witness to the
world of Christ and salvation was without
a delegated head to map the course or assign duties. Each was possessed of a unified purpose. Yet it is Biblical that ere long
a need for official designation for special
duties was recognized, and with the aid and
sanction of the Holy Spirit, provision was
made to care for what seemed neglected
service. God uses capable and responsible
leadership to direct others. It must be
reckoned with in our team work with God.
Yet ultimately the Holy Spirit and the
Word are our highest directives to which
we must all be amenable.
As a lubricant, the Holy Spirit produces
smooth team work. Yet lacking this, the
game is soon jarred and interrupted with
lower motives and blurred ends come stalking into the picture.
The Corinthian Church had the ill reputation of an ugly, carnal and divisive allegiance to the God whom they professed
to serve. The partisan spirit, for there were
four, had opened the flood gates to all
sorts of deadly, ethical practices. The least
provocation awakens jealousy, suppositions

are made real, harsh criticism becomes
bold, and sensitiveitis becomes a general
epidemic. The net result is that many won't
play and, I dare say, are out of step with
God.
But turning to a case study of one who
teamed with God regardless of earthly ease,
applause or physical comfort, we would
look at Micaiah. In that graphic memoir
in II Chronicles 18 we must include the
kings of Judah and Israel and the four
hundred prophets to make our narrative
complete.
The dilemma of Ahab is, should he set
a military campaign against RamothGilead, for the prudence of this venture
hung in the balance. For this reason he
solicited the support of Jehoshaphat and
his war machine. But before the final decision, it was customary to seek divine
guidance. Accordingly, the prophets were
consulted, regarding this national issue.
These unhappily were of the left wing.
These one and all without a dissenting
voice concurred and predicted in glowing
terms his success.
But Jehoshaphat, not sure but somewhat
skeptical of the procedure and withal God
fearing was not satisfied with these ecclesiastical perverts had a "hunch" that the
Lord may have a true prophet somewhere
said, "is there not a prophet of the Lord
beside"? If so, why not inquire of him.
Micaiah was one of those odd characters,
not cooperative, not of the crowd, not very
popular. Yes, Ahab knew of him but says
he, "Micaiah is always pessimistic, not
much of a patriot, a calamity howler." But
upon the insistence of Jehoshaphat Micaiah
was called and advised of the purpose by
one of the servants. Said the servant to
Micaiah, if you want to be well thought of
you better not counter the opinion of the
prophets. For they all unanimously recommend the success of this proposed engagement. You better fall in line. To this
Micaiah calmly replied, "What my God
saith that will I speak." The party spirit
can't bear being crossed or challenged
without hanging a heavy threat over the
head of any one who fails to fall in line.
How reassuring to find a man who has
no price. He measured his responsibility
to God against the soft vascillating popular crowd. He would rather close a bright
and prospective future for himself than to
default God in this crucial crisis. What
Micaiah saw in the spirit and told the
kings, the four hundred modernists could
not believe—much less see. These spurious
prophets had doubtlessly joined i s s u e
against God before, and, consequently, were
very susceptible to the delusions that God
sends upon rebels as these. They were held
(Continued on page fourteen)
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Editorial

How Speakest Thou?

W

Lenten Season
T H I S is being written in the very beginI
ning of the Lenten Season. Without
doubt the general observance of this period
in the main, does little toward the promotion of real self-denial and sacrificial
living. To refrain from theatre-going, intoxicating drinks and other fleshly desires with their pleasures for this period of
time only, adds up to no spiritual blessing
and certainly does not glorify God. To
those of us who believe in Christian living
that should be practicing self-denial twelve
months out of the year, a period of time
such as the Lenten Season can be of great
value and substantial good.
Self-denial must have two goals if it is
to be of any value. First, the denying of
one's self immediately suggests the importance of another personage. This great
Person is the Lord Jesus Christ. Self-denial
implies that Jesus has become the dearest
in one's life. Second, self-denial means
that the cause and program of Jesus Christ
— the Christian Church — is the dearest
thing of my life, and all of my material
and detailed planning in life must be directed in accordance with the promotion
of the Lord's work.

Certain ones who may object to the observance of the Lenten Season might do
well to take some time out and examine
the principles of self-denial as they commonly practice them. In fact, such an
examination is of great value to the most
devoted of Christians.
It is evident that some professed Christian people of our more conservative
churches are not as careful about their attendance and support of the church's activities as is rightfully expected of them.
Seemingly with great ease they can miss
prayer meeting, Sunday school and even
Sunday evening evangelistic service. It requires but little for them to stay home or
travel across the way to some other 'better
meeting.'
True discipleship as taught by Jesus involves complete forsaking of houses, land,
loved ones and one's own life also. We are
then called upon to "love the Lord with all
thy strength, with all thy soul and with all
thy mind." A period of time known as
Lenten Season can certainly be significant
in self-examination as to how well we are
separated from the world and how much
we are separated unto Christ.—/. N. H.

" O u r Light Afflictions"
N many ways, we are living in an un-ideal
world; therefore, we believe with the
Apostle Peter, that "we should not think it
strange when we fall into divers temptations." After all, it does not make so much
difference what happens to us here in this
world by way of trials and tribulations, but
it does make all the difference in the world
what attitude we take toward what happens
to us. The Apostle Paul had the happy
spiritual faculty of knowing how to look
at trials and afflictions.
In the light of eternity, and in view of
the eternal "weight of glory," the Apostle
thinks of the trials as "light afflictions" and
only "for a moment." Is it not true that
our afflictions will grow lighter and seem
more brief in duration as we think of the
weight of glory which the saints will share
through all eternity?
The Epicurean philosophy teaches that
our attitude toward trials is to flee from
them. The Stoics say that we should ignore
them. But in II Corinthians 4:17, Paul encourages us to use them. For, said he, they
"work for you a far more exceeding and
eternal weight of glory." As one studies
the teachings of Paul in the above chapter,
and other places in his writings, we can
infer that trials will do three things for
us; first, trials will help to magnify the
grace of Christ in our lives; second, they

I
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will aid in perfecting our strength; and
finally, as we take the right attitude toward
them, trials will establish the power of
Christ in us.
If at this time, you find yourself being
troubled with afflictions and trials, try reading for your encouragement the fourth
chapter of II Corinthians, and give special
thought and meditation to the seventeenth
verse of this chapter. Ask yourself the
question, "What does Paul mean by the
'weight of g l o r y ? ' " Whatever else Paul
may mean, it would seem to me that he is
saying that the proper Christian attitude
toward our trials will enhance our eternal
glory.
I firmly believe that in this present age,
we will find increasing opportunity to display Christian courage in our lives by enduring trials and afflictions patiently. May
God help us to have the spirit of the conqueror and dare to live victoriously in
spite of circumstances.—/. F. L.

HEN I was secretary of the Constitution Revision Committee of the
Brethren in Christ, it was brought to my
attention the fact that there is no such a
word found in Webster's dictionary as the
much used expression, "outbroken." Previous to that experience the expression may
have been used by me. Since then I have
tried to guard against its use.
Many many times since that experience
I have listened to speakers whom I appreciate, talk about "outbroken sin" when
the word "flagrant'' or "outrageous" would
have not only been better, but correct. Why
should we not use accepted expressions
which have found their way into literary
usage rather than incorrect colloquialisms?
Not long since I listened to a capable
speaker state that the minds of too many
are lazy. Is it possible that men may have
spiritual fervor but be mentally lazy? Do
such men have the mind of Christ? Never
man spake as he did. His language was the
tongue of the learned.
It is my conviction that a preacher, a
teacher, a Christian worker, yea all who
appear before audiences should remember
the words of the Apostle Paul, "Thou
therefore which teachest another, teachest
thou not thyself a l s o ? " As for me I feel
deeply that I am a debtor both to the wise
and unwise. True spiritual fervency should
have the emphasis but mental laziness
should not be condoned.
The measure of our educational standard
is judged by the language we use and often
messages lose their spiritual fervency for
the listener because of the language which
is used. Also spiritual fervency is increased when the speaker does not butcher
his mother-tongue.
The thing which convicted the accusers
of Peter and John as revealed in Acts 4:12
is the fact that they had detected that the
disciples had been with Jesus. What a
privilege was theirs! From Jesus I believe
they learned the art of sound living, sound
spiritual fervency and sound speech that
could not be condemned.
With other things I pray, Lord deliver
me from being mentally lazy. "Since Thou
didst grow in wisdom help me to do likewise. May each correction make me more
compatible and wiser for Thy glory. Help
me to speak as Thou didst speak and may
men take knowledge of me that I have
learned from Thee. In Jesus Name. Amen."
— / . A. C.

Christ Came
He came to die—oh, matchless love
He came a weary world to win.
He came to point the way above,
To swing the gates and let us in.
• • .. -rrrjohn R. Clements. .:.

"Shall I tell you what sustained me in
my exiled life, among strangers whose language I could not understand? It was this
that comforted me at all times: 'Lo, I am
with you alway, even unto the end of the
world.' "-—David Livingstone,-

80
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The Unsolved World Problem
NE day Abraham Lincoln walked along
the street in Springfield with his two
sons—both of whom were crying lustily.
A neighbor stopped him, "What is the
matter with the b o y s ? "
"Just what is the matter with the whole
world!" answered Lincoln. "I have three
walnuts and each boy wants two."
Pastor James analyzes it thus: "What
causes fightings among you? Is it not your
passions that are at war in your members?
You desire and do not have; so you kill.
And you covet and cannot obtain; so you
fight and wage war. You do not have because you do not ask. You ask and do not
receive because you ask wrongly, to spend
it on your passions. Unfaithful creatures!
Do you not know that friendship with the
world is enmity with God? Therefore, whoever wishes to be a friend of the world
makes himself an enemy of God." (RSV)
Paul would likely take for his text:
"Coveteousness, which is idolatry." One
translation makes it read: "Gre.ed for
gain . . ."

O

The Blessing of the Lord
"It maketh rich and He addeth no sorrow with" it." (Prov. 10:22).
There is an interesting rendering of that
verse in the American Translation of the
Bible. It reads like this:
"The blessing of the Lord makes rich;
Toil yields no increase like it."
Toil yields increase hut no increase like
the delights of the Lord's blessing. When
toil's increase becomes an obsession and
toiling for it shuts off interest in, and access to the means' of grace, there may be
increase in abundance but the blessing of
the Lord will not rest upon it.
Our Lord put it this way: ". . . this is
he who hears the Word, but the cares of
the world, and the delight in riches choke
the Word and it becomes unfruitful."
(Matt. 13:22 RSV). Yes, there is delight
in riches but there is a lurking danger
that one with the fullest purse will be
emptiest of the richest blessing of the Lord.
It is tragic and terrible to have a body surrounded with an abundance of creature
comforts and a soul craving for satisfactions which creature comforts cannot give.
Added to this is the curse of barrenness in
the realm of the "fruit of the Spirit." The
absence of which creates the world's dilemma. .Unfruitful, therefore not useful in the
spiritual service of the Lord.
Rich but Ignorant and Poverty Stricken
There is a vast difference between the
evaluations of time and eternal evaluations.

Notebaah

Heisey

The Wise Man says, "There is that maketh
himself rich, yet hath nothing; there is that
maketh himself poor, yet hath g r e a t
riches." (Prov. 13:7). The "things seen"
are temporal. They are not permanent but
are of the stuff that "passeth away." Yet,
men cling to them, are motivated by them,
build their lives according to them, will
die for them. These may be entirely deceived concerning their own eternal state.
And they may be in the Church in positions of prestige and preeminence.
One can't help but wonder whether Diotrephes (John 3) was the rich chairman of
the Board of Stewards in the Church of
which Gaius was a member. What a man
he must have been! He loved to be first.
He declined to recognize the holy man of
God, the saintly Apostle John, and influenced others against him. He refused to
receive other holy brethren and used his
power to get those who would recognize
ihem, put out of church. He used idle and
mischievous talk against God's anointed,
endeavoring to lower confidence in the integrity of such servants of the Lord. Of
him, John says, "Wherefore, if I come, I
will remember his deeds which he hathi
done."
He only thinks he is happy, if he thinks
al all, who resists the message of holiness
and undermines confidence in God's holy
messengers. It would seem evident that the
devil is setting the pattern for his thinking. Most certainly it is not the mind of
Christ which prompts his "deeds which he
hath done." Diotrephes is a deceived and
miserable man, though today he may be
riding in a Rolls Royce.
Poor, But Selected
James was astonished that his Church did
not comprehend this simple and eternal
truth. Let us turn to The Book of transcriptions and listen in on his sermon: "My
brothers, are you really trying to combine
faith in Jesus Christ, our glorified Lord,
with the worship of rank (XXThC) For if
a man with gold rings and fine clothing
come into your assembly, and a poor man
in shabby clothing comes in, and you pay
attention to the one who wears the fine
clothing and say, 'Have a seat here, please!'
While you say to the poor man, 'Stand
there,' or 'Sit at my feet,' (RSV), are you
not drawing distinctions in your own minds
and proving that you judge people with
partiality? (Mf) Listen, my beloved brethren, has not God chosen those who are
poor in the world to be rich in faith and
heirs of the kingdom which He hath promised to those who love Him? But you have
dishonored (RSV), insulted (XXThC),

"Walking in the Spirit implies that we
keep step with the Holy Ghost, and our
obedience shall be so prompt that we will
never be a step behind Him, nor following
at a distance which we shall find hard to
recover. On our great railroads there are
certain trains which run upon the highest
schedule of time. There is no margin allowed upon which to make up for lost
time. God has drawn the scale of our lives
so that no minutes are left blank, and if
we lose one the next has no margin for its
recovery. It takes the same exertion to keep
up, even a step behind, as it would to walk
abrjsast of God every moment. It is just
as easy for our spiritual life to move at the
maximum as at the minimum if we only
start at the right level."—A. B. Simpson.

despised ( K J ) , humiliated (GS) the poor
man . . . if you keep the royal law which
runs, 'Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself,' you are doing right; but if you worship rank, you commit a sin, and stand
convicted. . . ."
Very Rich But Very

Wretched

The lukewarm Church at Laodicea did
not know their state. They had silver cataracts over their eyes and were not aware of
it. They were blind, naked, miserable and
impoverished and were entirely ignorant
of it. To get to them required a "loud
voice, like the sound of a trumpet," which
proclaimed: "You say, T am rich and have
grown rich, and I want for nothing,' and
do not know that you are wretched, miserable, poor, blind, naked! Therefore, I
counsel you to buy from me gold which
has been refined by fire, that you may grow
rich: and white robes, »that you may be
clothed and your shameful nakedness be
hidden; and ointment to anoint your eyes
that you may see.''
Think of it! Christ was standing at the
door knocking and they heard it not. Their
ears were deafened by the din of screaming
eagles. Fellowship with God's beloved Son
was promised but they could not comprehend it for they were accustomed to counting coins to purchase worldly festivity and
fellowship. Invitation was extended to a
feast of heavenly manna and celestial dainties, with Christ as master of ceremonies,
but they missed reading it, they must scan
the columns of the stock market report, the
real estate exchange and the grain futures.
There was promise of a regal seat by the
Saviour on His throne, for those who conquered, but they were being conquered by
the conflict.of keeping the cash drawer full
and the pursuit of personal pleasure and
they could not qualify.
How miserable to have been so rich and
yet so poor!
(Continued on page fourteen)
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The Fourth Commandment
Oliver G. Wilson

K

EEPING the Sabbath is not an end in it-

self, but a means to an end. It is not
placed before us as an arbitrary command
of the Almighty, but because it is a necessary pari of the fundamental needs of man
and society.
"Such famed scientists as Dr. Mumbolt
and Dr. Farre say that to rest one day in
seven is as much required by the laws of
nature as is the rest of the night."—The
Sabbath for Man, Crafts.
"Eternal as the constitution of man,"
says F. W. Robertson, "is the necessity for
the existence of the day of rest."
The truth of the above quotations is verified by the following incident as given in
the Preacher's Magazine:
"During the days of the California gold
rush, a large party left Chicago, in prairie
schooners, on their way to San Francisco.
On the first Saturday night out, a number
of the company made preparations for a
permanent camp, as they did not intend to
travel on Sunday. The other portion of the
company objected that it was all right to
observe the Sabbath in Chicago, but to
waste their time in such observance on this
perilous journey might result in Indian
scalpings, and they could not take the time
for worship under such circumstances. The
party divided into two groups, one traveling every day, the other religiously observing the Christian Sabbath by resting and
worshiping on that day. The party observing the Sabbath passed the other company
in Utah. The party that would not observe
the Sabbath had sick -horses, sick women
and children, broken wagons, and a broken
morale. The company that observed the
Sabbath landed in San Francisco ten days
ahead of the other group. Horses, cattle,
wagons and all members of the party suffered by lack of rest and worship."
"Sunday observance affects health according to Sir James Crichton-Browne, a
distinguished British physician who has
said, 'We doctors are now constantly compelled in the treatment of nervous diseases
to prescribe for our patients prolonged
periods of absolute rest and complete seclusion. Such discipline is sometimes only
necessary because the weekly rest has been
neglected.' He goes on to make a statement
which can be equally well said of America,
'Let us carefully preserve our British Sunday in all its sedateness and tranquility, if
for no other motive than for its health
productive power.' "—Episcopal Recorder.
A gentleman, passing some mines, observed • a great number of mules on the
field. He asked a little boy why there were
so many mules in the fields. "These mules
are worked in the mines through the week,
replied the little fellow, "and they are

brought into the sunshine on Sundays to
keep them from going blind." Sunday answers the same purpose for the man of the
twentieth century. Without Sunday there is
a dead, tired body and a blind soul.
"Remember the Sabbath day to keep it
holy" is a truth which needs emphasis in
this our day. Sometimes our work is so'
fascinating and profitable that we lose our
sense of values, or perchance it is so dull
and monotonous that we lose our sense of
direction and proportion unless we are called from the secular to the sacred by the
day of reverent worship.
The proper observance of the Sabbath
causes one to ponder, "What am I ; whence
came I, where am I going?"
The Sabbath is not only to be kept, it
is to be kept as a holy day. It is to be
observed, not only as a day of rest, but also
as a day of worship. It is thought by some
that the Sabbath laws of our fathers were
"Blue laws" that brought no good to man.
It seems to me that the present trends in
Sabbath laws are "Red" in origin and will
lead ultimately to the same anti-God program.
It is true that there are many perplexing
problems when considering a proper observance of the Lord's day. No rigid rules
can be set up without drifting into Phariseeism, but a few questions may be asked
about the proposed activity:
Does this tend to advance or dwarf my
spiritual life?
Will this tend to bind my children to God
and the Church, or will it tend to make
them world-minded?
Does this act set a worthy example for the
other fellow?
Will this that I am proposing to do increase the moral tone of the community?
Will it tend to build or destroy the Church?
Are the motives that prompt it sordid or
holy?
Would I like to be found doing this when
Jesus comes?
Granted that a sabbath should be kept,
some are troubled about those who insist
that Saturday must be kept if the command
is to be obeyed.
The Jewish Sabbath was given in memory
of God in creation, while the Christian Sabbath is given in memory of Christ in redemption, in memory of the Holy Spirit
in purifying and empowering the Church.
Those who insist on keeping Saturday as
their Sabbath must bear the burden of
proving that there has been no loss of a
single day in the calendar of reckoning
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Sabbath Observance—During
General Grant's famous trip around the
world, honors uiere showered upon
him in every country. In Paris, the
French President invited him to be
his guest at a great racing event set
for Sunday, Though it was considered the height of discourtesy to nefuse
such invitation — an act before unheard of—General Grant, in a very
polite note declining the honor wrote:
"It is not in accordance with the custom of my country or with the spirit
of my religion to spend Sunday in
thfft way." On that Sunday this great
hero was one of the quiet worshipers
in the American Chapel in Paris.
—The Link.
time since the days of creation; this is, indeed, a great task.
Those who assert that they are keeping
Saturday in compliance with the Jewish
Law should look carefully before they answer in the affirmative the question, "Do
you keep the seventh day Sabbath as demanded in the Bible?" for under the Jewish Law no burden was to be carried, Jeremiah 17:21; no fire kindled, Exodus 3 5 : 5 ;
no cooking done, Exodus 16:23.
Now they either observe these, or they
do not. If they do not, according to the
Mosaic Law the penalty is death, and the
infliction of the penalty was an integral
part of the law.
"Remember the Sabbath day to keep it
holy." Order your whole life, private and
public, in a manner that pleaseth God. Set
an example of holy behavior so that he
who follows will find a straight path.
—Wesleyan Methodist.

Learn To Salt It
Theodore

Cuyler

The most effective word in the English
language for every young person to learn
is that mighty monosyllable, " N o ! " It has
often been the pivot word on which destiny
has turned for this world and the next. It
was the pivot word with the youthful Joseph in Potiphar's house, and with the
youthful Daniel in the voluptuous court of
Babylon. Daniel might plausibly have said
to himself, "Oh, everybody here in the
royal court drinks wine and lives high on
the king's dainties! I don't want to be considered queer or self-righteous. I will be
in the fashion." But Daniel had the courage of his convictions and saved both his
health and character. The fatal fault of a
host of young people is cowardice; they
haven't the moral nerve to face a sneer or
resist the fashion. Their backbone is mere
pulp.—Wesleyan Methodist.
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I n a u g u r a t i o n D a y - Earth's Greatest and Final
Orrie D. Yoder
"And they sang a new song saying, Thou
art worthy. . . . And I heard the voice of
many angels round about the throne, and
the beasts and the elderss and the number
of them was ten thousand times ten thoussands, and thousands of thousands; Saying
with a loud voice, Worthy is the Lamb that
was slain to receive power, and riches, and
wisdom, and strength, and honor, and
glory, and blessing. . . . Blessing and honour and glory and power be unto Him that
sitteth upon the throne and unto the Lamb
for ever and ever." (Rev. 5 ) .

W

HILE daily, weekly and monthly newspapers have been recording the accounts of the massive inauguration of
President Truman to another term of office, surely the believer in Christ should
have been reminded anew of that great
coming inauguration day that will far outdo and exceed in honour and glory thai;
which can attend any earthly monarch or
ruler.
We should be reminded as was Balaam
long ago and should exclaim as did he,
when he was told that out of Jacob shall
come he that shall have dominion, "Alas,
who shall live when God doeth t h i s ! " Or
we should remember that when to Daniel
was revealed some of the great wonders of
the Coming Messiah, the events and their
glory were too wonderful for him to know,
so he was told that the record was sealed
until the time of the end. (Cp. Num. 24:
19, 23 and Daniel 1 2 : 9 ) .

However, when this Messiah so high in
honour and glory was in love, willing to
humble Himself, and when born into the
world as a King (Matt. 2 : 2 ) , took instead
the path of the Servant and became obedient unto death, even the death of the cross,
then new revelations of this great coming
day began to unfold. We who are now
redeemed by the blood of our Savior and
coming King, need not like Balaam exclaim, "Alas who shall live when God doeth
this"?, but with the Revelator, we cry out,
"unto Him that loved us and washed us
from our sins in His own blood, and hath
made us kings and priests unto God and
His Father"; in faith and blessed hope
we exclaim, "Unto Him (not Truman) be
glory and dominion for ever and ever.
Amen." Furthermore, we anticipate by
faith to be in that great number who shall
say, "Worthy is the Lamb . . . to receive
power, riches, wisdom, strength, honour,
glory and blessing.
Of our Coming King, heaven has already
to the Revelator John, given the great wel'
come prelude, "Thou art worthy, 0 Lord,
to receive glory and honour and power, for
thou hast created all things, and for thy

pleasure, they are and were created." President Truman, or any other earthly ruler
can never have the honour that for his purpose and pleasure his whole retinue of subjects and possessions were made a n d
created. Thus how far exceeding will be
the acclamations, when earth universally
will say to her King that homage is due for
such a wonderful reason. (How wonderful
that God who created all things through
Christ and for Christ, has dealt in love and
mercy with His creation and has during
these centuries and millenniums stooped to
redeem a sin-cursed world before sending
forth His chosen King to judge and to
reign. Even the Apostles could not at first
perceive the great plan of their Messiah
who in love chose to first suffer and redeem
before He would endeavor to receive the
glory that was His by creation.)
But what should this all mean to us?
The Apostle Paul tells us that if we shall
reign, be heirs of Christ to all this coming
glory, we must suffer with Him. (II Tim.
2 : 1 2 ) . At another place our Christ said
of some of His followers, "They shall walk

with me in white, for they are

worthy."

(Rev. 3:4).
If we are going to sing that new song of
the redeemed and join in that great inauguration chorus, we will have to show
our selves worthy now. As all redeemed
and all creation will at that day exclaim,
"Thou art worthy," we must today count
our life, our testimony and conduct worthy
of the Christ whom John saw as "a Lamb"
(Rev. 5 : 6 ) , and of Whom John wrote in
his^ epistle, that those professing to know
Him, "ought . . . also so to walk, even as
He walked."
To serve Christ will certainly today,
mean cross-bearing and self-denial. It will
mean that we must take time for Bible
study and prayer. We must take time for
prayer and fasting, for regular prayer
meetings, and for honest Christian service.
But remember, our Christ is worthy, and if
we fail and miss that great heavenly inauguration day we will have lived worse
than in vain, regardless of how many blessings and honours earthly inaugurations
have brought to us.—Dillonvale, Ohio.

A Philosophy of Life That Works
Paul

Hostetler

ways wrong. The Tightness of an act was
determined by the condition or environment in which it came to pass. This, of
course, is in direct opposition to the Christian belief.
Other thinkers and great minds held that
there was a. law of absolute morality.
Among them was Juno, who founded the
Stoic school of the "ethics of instinct."
This instinct he defined as that of self preservation. It was a very fatalistic philosEpicureus said that the true end of life ophy, advising man to take life as it comes
was in finding pleasure. Other Hedonists and keeping his emotions under control at
who • followed him tried to point out the all times.
Immanuel Kant originated the idea of
way in which this pleasure, or the highest
pleasure, might be found. Bentham and the "Categorical Imperative." By this he
Mill tried to solve this problem by the advocated that all men should act as
proposition that pleasure is quantitative though their actions would become a uniand qualitative. However, this was not suc- versal law. This indeed is a very high
cessful in that pleasure is too evasive and goal, but where is the man who can fulfill
abstract to be defined in such terms. The it? And so we could go on enumerating
ironic fact facing all these pleasure seek- different philosophers with their varied beers was that they didn't even know when liefs as to what "truth" actually is.
they had found it, and if perchance they
Perhaps you wonder just why I have
actually succeeded in finding it, they were mentioned as many as I have. The purpose
unable to keep it for any length of time. is to provide a background against which
Thus they were often left stranded.
the real and workable philosophy will
This school of philosophers also believed stand out in bold relief.
Let us now consider Christianity. The
that there was no absolute morality. By
this we mean that there was no fixed law outstanding characteristic of this religion
which determined right and wrong, and or philosophy is love. At the head is a
(Continued on page fourteen)
therefore nothing was always right or alOWN through the ages men from all
walks of life have pondered the problem of man's existence in relation to the
true end of life. Philosophers have advanced many and varied theories. Some of
them had some very reasonable ideas, but
all of their theories had weaknesses that
ultimately brought about their rejection.
Most of them were so theoretical that they
were not practical for the average individual.
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" T h e R e m a i n i n g Spirit" - A Precious Promise
Edwin
ROM the Old Testament there comes a
precious jewel of promise for this New
Testament day, and goes a long way to
prove that things do not change so very
much after all. The Old Testament is not
that " o l d " ; and for all of our vaunted
progress and advancement, we yet come to
find that we are perplexed by the same
problems, and stumbled by the same overturnings. The old remedy is the best; and
best of all, it is His remedy.

F

And so from the old Book of Haggai,
we find this precious promise, "My Spirit
remaineth among you; fear ye not" (Hag.
2 : 5 ) . When we feel that things have almost gone down to total ruin, we have yet
in our midst, the remaining Spirit, to undergird with the assurance that all is not
lost. And when the world is "too much
with us," as the poet has said, and when
we feel that things spiritual are going to
take a loss as far as our personal life is
concerned, there comes this "holy arrest,"
and assures our hearts as to what is left.
And that should mean a good deal to us,
as passing through this present scene,
strangers and pilgrims, on the way Home.
For this is not a royal road, but a rocky
one. "There's many a thorn on the Jesus
way," and they who speak of "thrills" in a
sort of shallow, religious fashion, have
never known the heart nor the heat of the
"Jesus way." The "church of the heavenly
rest" is not for us, for it is a race down
here, with a rest promised for the "nevertheless afterwards." And best of all, "My
Spirit remaineth among you."
Here is a word that is meant to mean everything for times of despondency, of
times when we feel that the battle is too
great, the way too difficult, and the enemy
entirely too real and too roaring. And there
is little merit in saying that such times do
not creep over our souls. We may say that
they should not, but nevertheless they do.
There are times when the shadows come
and the sunlight has nigh passed from the
scene. There are times when our labours
for the Lord appear too close to the wasting-point, viewed against the tides of apostasy, of rebellion, of out-and-out sin upon
the every teeming hand. There are times
when we feel the "faithful remnant" of the
Lord to be a very ragged remains—and we
almost feel sorry for the Lord! There are
times when the battle for righteousness begins to batter us, and righteousness seems a
thing of the past. Every warrior of the Lord
will know of such seasons, if he is any sort
of warrior. And He should know of it, for
the Lord knows of it, and sends down this
word, for the encouragement, the strengthening and the assurance for what lies

Raymond

Anderson

ahead. The dear Man of Calvary will bend weakness doth He meet with us. When we
low, and place the Calvary-riven hand up- have smarted and been stung with the grief
on the tired and fevered brow. "My Spirit of our failings, we find Him, coming in at
remaineth among you." And that is the that very point, and becoming so very dear
answer for everything!
and real and near. It is all of a grace that
For if, in truth, we have begun "in the is so very divine; and what a glory to it,
Spirit," it shall not be that the Holy Spirit to hear, through our tears, our sighings,
of God must peter out and diminish of that valued word, "My Spirit remaineth
power and of blessing, as the way gets among you." He remaineth. He will carry
along. His promise is not measured ac- us along.
cording to the power of the world, but
For after all, "God is greater than our
rather according to the longing of our
hearts,"
and how good that it is so! There
heart. He will not fail, even if everything
else goes to pieces; and when everything may be the "vale of tears," and there may
seems but a ruin, He yet remaineth and af- be good reason for our shedding of the
tears. But beneath all of that, we do love
fords "the one thing needful."
We are all quite weak and failing, when Him so passionately, so earnestly; we do
all is said and done. We are all unprofit- desire that the glory shall be His; we so
able servants, and a great deal of what has desperately cry out that there shall be nothbeen done would better be left undone, and ing between the soul and the Saviour, the
there are always a great many things that channel free and the way clear. And beshould have been done, and never are. loved, that is what He is seeking for. He
There are lost and wasted opportunities. will judge everything through the measure
There are high hopes which are never fully of the holy love of our hearts. The essential
followed up. A good deal of "long-range" question always remains: "lovest thou
programming is suffered the severe let-down M e ? " And when we have returned the true
because of shortcoming and short-sighted- answer of the innermost heart, shall we
ness. And, beloved, who among us can lay find the remaining of His Holy Spirit as
our head with evening rest in the knowledge the pledge of a divine grace that will bear
that we have done all that should be done, us up, carry us along, and anchor at last
without flaw, without weakness, without in the blessed harbour of the Father's
House. These are "traveling days" . . . and
limitation?
He the Holy "Fellow-Traveler!"
And there is where divine grace interrupts in so gracious a manner! In that
-Hartford, Conn.

Tears

M

EN who are in a hurry to write history
refer to our day as the "Atomic age."
What the muse of history may finally put
on the record remains to 'be seen, but certainly our day is very much a machine age
and a time of mass production.
Yet while we may marvel at what revolutionary changes, new inventions and discoveries effect, it should be pointed to. all
who are concerned about the welfare of
God's work, that nothing takes the place
of the personal touch in winning men and
women to Christ. No matter how wise the
plan and how well organized the effort, the
vital work of the Kingdom is accomplished
only when we have that vital ministry of
the worker sent of God. "He that goeth
forth," said the Psalmist, "and weepeth,
bearing precious seed, shall doubtless come
again with rejoicing, bringing his sheaves
with him" (Psa. 126:6).

ous seed. There are the rough clods of
earth beneath his feet and overhead is the
sky that at times is bright and sunny and
again is dark and lowering. We know that
it is an earthly scene for as the sower sows,
he weeps.
Every one who truly sows the good and
precious seed of the gospel, knows about
tears. There are times of sunshine and
smiles, but in the actual sowing of the seed
there are many tears.
Jesus wept over the men and women
about Him. We do not know how much
He wept, nor does that matter, but being
the God-man He experienced tears. We
read, "Who in the days of flesh, when he
had offered up prayers and supplications
with strong crying and tears, was heard in
that he feared." Paul, the great Apostle,
declared to the elders of the church at
Ephesus, "I ceased not to warn you night
There are two great scenes in this verse and day with tears."
from the Psalms. One of them is earthly.
It is the picture of a sower, bearing preci(Continued on page fifteen)
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EVANGELISTIC SLATES
Altoona, Pa

Feb. 28-Mar. 13
Evangelist, Eld. Donald Heer
Chino, Calif
March 13
Evangelist, Eld. Marshall Winger
Hollowell, Pa
Mar. 6-20
Evangelist, Eld. C. R. Heisey
Llewellyn, Pa
Mar. 20-Apr. 3
Evangelist, Bishop Luke L. Keefer
Madison Chapel, Wakarusa, Ind
Mar. 6-20
"
Evangelist, Eld. Isaac S. Kanode
Mastersonville, Pa
Feb. 27-Mar. 13
Evangelist, Eld. Arthur Brubaker
Pasadena, Calif
April 17
Evangelist, Eld. Marshall Winger
San Francisco, Calif
May 8
Evangelist, Eld. Marshall Winger
Saxton, Pa
March 13
Evangelist, Eld. John Byers
Thomas, Okla
Mar. 27-Apr. 10
Evangelist, Eld. C. R. Heisey
Union Grove, Indiana
Mar. 20
Evangelist, Bishop Henry Schneider
Upland, Calif
.
March 27
Evangelist, Eld. Marshall Winger
Woodbury, Pa
Feb. 20-Mar. 6
Evangelist, Eld. Ross Morningstar
i <i>
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MT. CARMEL MAKES URGENT APPEAL
T h e r e is an u r g e n t need for t h e help of
a consecrated sister a t t h e Mt. C a r m e l
H o m e , Morrison, Illinois. A n y o n e wishing
to respond kindly c o m m u n i c a t e i m m e d i a t e l y
with t h e S e c r e t a r y , A. S. K r e i d e r of Mill«dgeville,
Illinois.TRAVEL S E R V I C E
MENNO
O F F E R S TOUR
M e n n o T r a v e l Service is offering a sponsored t o u r for 30 days in E u r o p e . T h e g r o u p
of possibly 8 to 15 people will leave N e w
York- about March 30 and r e t u r n A p r i l 30.
T h e t o u r will include points of i n t e r e s t in
E n g l a n d , Holland, G e r m a n y , F r a n c e , and
Switzerland, including t h e actual w o r k of
t h e MCC relief units in t h e s e countries. T h e
a p p r o x i m a t e t o t a l f a r e will be $850. All
t r a v e l a r r a n g e m e n t s will be m a d e . I n t e r e s t ed p e r s o n s w r i t e to Menno Travel Service,
Akron, Pennsylvania.

Births
HEISE—A son, Merlin James, came to bless
the home of Bro. and Sr. Paul Heise, • Fordwich, Ontario, on February 5.
STERN—A little son, Samuel Wayne, came
to bless the home of Bro. and Sr. Samuel Stern
.of Roaring Spring, Pa., on January 12.
EBEESOIE—A little son, David Larry, came
to bless the home of Bro. and Sr. Fred Ebersole of Martinsburg, Pa., on January 23.
LOUG—On December 29 a son, Gary Wayne,
•came to bless the home of Bro. and Sr. Ira
Long of R. R. 1, Tillsonburg, Ontario.
FREY — A son, Wesley Emerson, came to
"bless the home of Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Frey
cof Conestoga, Pa., on January 9.

When Michael Faraday was dying—and
Michael Faraday had the intellect of twenty
ordinary men—someone said to him, "Mr.
Faraday, what are your speculations n o w ? "
"Speculations?" said Faraday: "I have
none, "I thank God! I am not resting my
dying head on guesswork. 'I know whom I
have believed, and am persuaded that He
is able to keep that which I have committed
.unto Him against that day."

V I S I T O R

I N D I A N A BIBLE C O N F E R E N C E
In conjunction w i t h t h e I n d i a n a S t a t e
Council of t h e B r e t h r e n in C h r i s t church, a
t h r e e - d a y Bible conference will be held a t
t h e Union Grove church, five miles e a s t of
N a p p a n e e , F r i d a y , S a t u r d a y and Sunday,
M a r c h 25-27.
I n addition to t h e convening of t h e S t a t e
Council on S a t u r d a y afternoon a n d t h e
holding of a Y o u t h F o r u m on S u n d a y a f t e r noon, special conference t h e m e s will be,
F r i d a y evening, " F a i t h is t h e V i c t o r y " ; S a t urday morning, "Christian Stewardship";
S a t u r d a y evening, " T h e C h r i s t i a n H o m e " ;
and Sunday evening, " T h e Mission of t h e
Rural Church."
Guest s p e a k e r s will include Bishop H e n r y
Schneider, Merrill, Mich, and Bishop C. N.
H o s t e t t e r , J r . , G r a n t h a m , P a . Bishop Schneider will be conducting a revival a t Union
Grove a t t h e s a m e t i m e .

Weddings
WYLD-KOFER—On January 11, at 7:30 P.
M., in the Emanuel Brethren in Christ Chapel,
Des Moines, la., Bro. Edwin J. Wyld, son of
deacon Edwin and Lucille Wyld of Des Moines,
and Anna Hofer, formerly of Huron, South
Dakota, were united in marriage. Eld. H. W.
Landis performed the ceremony in the presence
of relatives and friends.
BUSHNEIL-SHERIDAN — On Valentine's
eve, February 14, at eight o'clock the wedding
of Bro. Robert Bushnell and Sr. Mary Lou
Sheridan was solemnized at Emanuel Chapel,
Des Moines, la., in a simple impressive ceremony. At the close of the marriage this young
couple knelt in a short dedication ceremony.
Prayer was offered in their behalf as they gave
their lives to the Master for service.
Bishop R. I. Witter and Eld. H. W. Landis
officiated. May God's richest blessing attend
these dear young people as they go forth in
His service together in life.
Robert is the son of Bro. and Sr. Glenn
Bushnell, and Mary Lou the daughter of Sr.
Sheridan, all members of the Des Moines congregation.
WHITESE^-HUMPHREY—On the afternoon
of January 29, Bernice Mae Humphrey of New
Buffalo, Pa., became the bride of Bro. Rodney
R. Whitesel, son of Bro. and Sr. S. B. Whitesel
of Salona, Pa.
The marriage ceremony was performed in
the presence of many relatives and friends at
the Cedar Springs Brethren in Christ Church
by Bishop Henry S. Miller.
May the choicest blessings of God attend
them through life.

Obituaries
KACHEIi—Anna Mary Miller was born on
February 14, 1873, and departed this life October 21, 1948, at the age of 75 years, 8 months,
and 7 days. She was the daughter of the late
Christian B. and Lizzie Zercher Miller, who
served as a minister of the Brethren in Christ
Church in the Manor-Pequea District.
Converted in 1897, at the age of 24 years,
she joined the Brethren in Christ Church of
which she was a sincere and faithful member
until her death. She was united in holy matrimony to I r a T. Kachel on J a n u a r y 11, 1910.
and was always a faithful wife and devoted
mother in her home.
Left to mourn her passing are her husband,
four sons, Earl M. and Lester M. of Lancaster,
Charles E. of Reading, and Elvin E. of Des
Moines, la. She is also survived by three sisters, Lizzie B. wife of Ezra Wolgemuth, Mame
J. wife of Phares E. Wolgemuth, both of Mt.
Joy; and Cora E. wife of O. Lloyd Toder of
Mechanicsburg, Pa., also, twelve grandchilddren and three great grandchildren.
Funeral services were conducted from the
Groff funeral home by Eld. J. H. Martin and
from the Lancaster Brethren in Christ Church
by the Pastor, Eld. Leroy B. Walters.
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MORPHET—Bro. Fredrick Morphet, born at
Heathcote, Ontario, in 1892, and son of the late
George and Vidoma Morphet, died at his late
residence near .Stayner, Ontario, January 3, at
the age of 56 years.
Bro. Morphet was converted in a revival
meeting in the Brethren in Christ Church in
November, 1936, conducted by Bishop Henry
N. Hostetter. While he was of a very retiring
disposition, he was respected and loved by all
who knew him. He served on the board of
trustees of the Sixth Line Church for a number of years as well as a member of other important committees. His counsel and advice
were always sought after.
For the last number of years he was a great
sufferer from which he seemed to get but very
little relief until His Master suddenly said:
"Come up higher." He testiBed that those last
years of suffering drew him closer to the Lord
and enriched his spiritual life.
He leaves to mourn his passing, his beloved
wife, two sons, Donald and Robert at home;
three daughters, Lillian attending Messiah College, Grantham, Pa., and Betty and Bernice at
home, One little girl, Elsie preceded him to the
spirit world in 1936 just a few days after Bro.
Morphet had found Christ as his Saviour. He
is also survived by two sisters, Florence, Mrs.
John Hogg and Mary, Mrs. Harry Richardson
both of Stayner, Ontario, the last remaining
members of a large family.
The funeral was held at the Sixth Line
Church on January 6 to which friends and relatives in large numbers came from far and
near to show the high esteem in which our beloved brother was held. The services were conducted by Bishop E. J. Swalm, assisted by Elders C. L. Baker, E. A. Ditson, G. C. Sheffer.
Text used: James 5:11, "We count them happy
that endure."
All that was mortal was laid to rest in the
family plot in the adjoining cemetery to await
the glorious morning of the resurrection from
among the dead.
MOORE—Edward Jackson Moore was born
in Walsingham, Ontario, September 7, 1880, and
died at his home at Frogmore, in Houghton
Township on December 15, 1948, at the age of
sixty-eight years, three months and eight days.
Mr. Moore had been ill for sometime, which
illness terminated in a stroke on December 13.
On May 11, 1898, he was united in marriage
to Minnie Jane Andrews, to which union were
born one son and two daughters.
The latter years of his life were lived in
Houghton where he was converted in the Frogmore Tabernacle under the ministry of Eld.
Marshall Winger. He was a regular attendant
and supporter of the mission work carried on
in the tabernacle and his presence and testimony is missed by all.
He leaves' to mourn his passing, his widow;
one son, Russel of Inwood, Ontario, and one
daughter, Mamie, at home; two grandsons, besides other relatives and friends. His daughter
Flossie predeceased hiiji in her twelfth year.
Funeral services were conducted by Eld.
Alonzo Vannatter, assisted by Bishop Edward
Gilmore, Eld. J. A. Nigh and Bishop Lafayette
Shoalts.
Interment took place in the Kinglake cemetery.

George Muller said, "There came a day
when I died utterly, first to George Muller.
and second to my fellow men. Not until I
became totally indifferent to what George
Muller thought, his opinions, tastes, purposes; and also to the blame and praise,
the censure or applause of my fellow men,
and determined henceforth I would seek no
approbation but that of God, did I ever
start on a life of happiness and holiness;
but from that day until now I have been
content to live alone with God."

The law of cost is an inexorable law in
the Kingdom of God. It is utterly useless
to think and talk about revival in our own
lives, in our parishes, in the Church, unless we are prepared for a new obedience,
a sterner self-discipline, a braver grappling
with every sin.
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With the Church
In The Homeland
Carland, Michigan
On the evening of February 15, we were
privileged to have Bro. and Sr. Walter
Winger with us to tell us of the Missionary
work in Africa. Our attendance for this
service was larger than usual, and we believe each one present enjoyed and appreciated Bro. and Sr. Winger's messages.
We would ask your prayers for our pastor, Bro. Clinton Starr, who has been absent
from us for the past several months because
of illness. Pray that, if it be God's will, he
might be fully restored and able to return
to us here. In Bro. Starr's absence Bro.
Jay Sisco has been ministering the Word to
us. Bro. Sisco is a student at the Holiness
Seminary in Owosso. There are a number
of young people from the Mooretown and
Merrill congregations either a t t e n d i n g
school or working in Owosso, who come
along with Bro. and Sr. Sisco to the services. We appreciate each one. And their
help in the services is an encouragement to
the little band here.
We would also like to mention our parsonage which is being built on the church
grounds. This was started last March with
much enthusiasm on the part of many. However, the interest of some cooled off. But
God was with the faithful few who continued to press forward with the work, and
He laid it on the hearts of different ones to
give of their means to help. Now we trust
as the work goes on and the funds continue
to come in, that the house will soon be
ready for occupancy. We also suggest you
remember in prayer our deacon, Bro. Edwin
Green, who is ill as the result of a light
stroke, and who shortly before this received
severe hand injuries, having caught his
fingers in a corn husker.
Anna Kiteley
Boyle, Ontario
Another New Year, is well on! We are
grateful to our Heavenly Father for the
bountiful blessings He has bestowed on us.
May we grow in spirituality this year and
may the Holy Spirit have its way in our
midst.
January 9. Bishop and Sr. Edward Gilmore and family worshipped with us this
morning. Bro. Gilmore's theme was NonResistance.
January 23. Eld. P. J. Weibe from the
Ontario Bible School brought us the morning message. We were glad to have Sr.
Weibe, too.
January 29. Quite a number from here attended the Cheapside Bible Conference.
January 30. Our regular Sunday evening
services have been lilted while the Wainfleet revival is on. Bishop R. I. Witter is
the evangelist.
Rosebank, Waterloo, Ont.
We can say, "Henceforth hath the Lord
helped us."
Our fall Love Feast was held September
25 and 26. Our overseer, Bishop E. J. Swalm,
was with us and a number of visitors were
present. Our Bible Conference was held on
Sunday. Our speakers were Bishop Swalm
and our pastor, Eld. Percy Cassel. In the
afternoon Sr. Bossert of Fenwick, Ontario,
.gave her talk on her Vision of Heaven. This
was inspiring and the church was packed to
the doors and many received new light.
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designated to go to the Mowersville Building Fund.
David H. Wenger, Jr.

Llewellyn Mission, Llewellyn, Pa.
We are indeed sorry that this report appears so late, but since God has blessed our
Mission Home with a little jewel, we find
the_ new duties, together with the many
activities connected with the Mission here,
keep us all rather busy, but praise God He
is our ever-present "Helper."
On October 21 we had a very good Communion Service in the Chapel. Bishop Henry
A. Ginder was in charge. We thank God for
these Communion Services during the year,
for they are always so reverent and inspirational, that it seems they do something to
all of us worshippers which no other service
can do.
-Bro. Ginder was also with us two weeks
later, November 6, for a very special service. Special, because it was the first one of
Beulah Chapel, Springfield, Ohio
Bishop Charlie Byers was the evangelist its kind to be held in the Chapel here at
for our winter revival. He came "anxious Llewellyn. Two babies were given to the
to get into the battle." He enjoyed much Lord in a public dedication service. It was
liberty in preaching and we were helped and a very touching and unique scene when both
blessed. Needy hearts were troubled and a babies' grandfathers, ministers of the gosnumben of adults and children found help at pel, each held his own grandchild and ofthe altar. After speaking to the Sunday fered prayer over the same while Bro.
School Bro. Byers gave an invitation to Ginder was in charge. The service was very
which both children and young people re- well attended, and we feel that it added
sponded. One class of intermediate girls much to the work here in that Bro. Ginder,
turned their class period into an altar serv- in his message, gave all parents and young
folks very profitable and much needed adice and all testified to getting saved.
vice. The babies were Joyce Marie Vengin
A large group of saints gathered at the (granddaughter of the pastor and wife here)
church for afternoon prayer meetings dur- and Leslie Frederick Powell whose mother
ing the last week of the revival and the up to this time had to make her way in
Lord met us in a precious way. We are worshipping God alone, but we thank God
praising the Lord for those who received that on this occasion the father also was
help and are holding the names before His here and took his place in helping to make
throne of those who passed up such a won- the promises. Please remember this family
in your prayers that they may follow God's
derful opportunity to get saved.
leading.
Eld. Carl J. Ulery was ordained Bishop of
We had an interesting Christmas prothe Southern Ohio District on the last Sunday afternoon of our revival. Bishop Wilbur gram, again, this year, even though while
Snider was in charge of this service. Bishop being planned, it looked so discouraging to
Byers brought a very timely message, sea- the leader because of so many other worldsoned with divine love and wisdom, for the ly attractions trying to take the young folks'
church. It was also our privilege to have attention. We thank God sincerely, for He
the Male Octette from Fairview with us for really answered prayer, and we feel it was
time well spent. For by the program way
this service.
we reached some folks whom ordinarily we
May the Lord richly bless our retiring wouldn't have.
Bishop, Bro. Wilbur Snider, fori his fatherly
In March we expect to have our revival.
love and faithful services to us.
Bishop Luke Keefer will be the evangelist,
Helen Yeatts
the Lord willing. Please pray for this that
souls will get right with God. Also pray
for an "Unspoken Request."
Mowersville-Green Spring, Pa.
One of the interesting phases of the work
Llewellyn Laborers
at Mowersville during the past year was the
Sunday School Class Project carried out by Carroll and Pulaski Co., Va.
the three young people's classes of the
Greetings to the Visitor family:
Mowersville Sunday School. A plot of
The past month has brought new answers
ground was given to the young people by to prayer and developments which we are
one of the farmers of the congregation for happy to report.
the project. Produce and garden crops inThe matter of transportation has been a
cluding potatoes, tomatoes, corn, beans and real problem in our work, as our territory
peas were grown. Many cases of the pro- is wide spread and many of our people have
duce and vegetables were canned at a local had no way of getting to church.
cannery after which they were given to
Our plans to open a revival at Farris
various home mission stations or to other Mines on January 22 were quickly changed
worthy places. The value of the canned to a week later, when we took leave to go to
goods given was at least one hundred and Pennsylvania to bring a 32 passenger, '36
forty nine dollars.
model Dodge school bus, which was purTomatoes were largely a cash crop. They chased by the Home Mission Board for the
paid the expenses of the project. After all purpose of bringing the folks of our comexpenses were paid there remained two hun- munities to church. Our revival was held
dred and twenty dollars in the treasury. The from January 20 to February 13.
classes are planning with this money to
Operation of the bus began the first Wedpurchase a loud speaking system for use in nesday night of the meeting and continued
street meetings or for overflow crowds in every night except one. It ran from Sylvatthe churches.
us to Farris Mines by way of Boone, which
It is expected to continue the project dur- is a distance of about ten miles. Half of
(Continued on page fifteen)
ing the coming year and the proceeds are
On November 11 Sr. Edna Lehman from
the African mission field visited us and gave
us a very challenging talk on her work. A
day later Eld. and Sr. Charles Engle brought
us their missionary messages enjoyed by all.
We were inspired to pray more for the work
in India.
One Sunday morning we were favoured
with a program by the Gospel Team from
Ontario Bible School. Our revival services
began November 29 and continued for two
weeks with Bishop C. N. Hostetter, Jr., as
evangelist. His messages of deep Bible
truths were brought forth out of a heart of
love. Several felt their need and bowed at
the altar of prayer. May God continue to
bless our brother as he labors for our Lord.

*
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Europe - And You
Willard S.
N my desk before me lie eleven unanswered letters from Ruth, Christian,
Wilfried, Nico, Elfrieda, Kathleen, and five
others. It is already the fourth time I have
heard from some of them since we lived,
worked, and sang together for four short
weeks in Hamburg, Germany. It was Wilfried who acted as my personal host and
made me feel so much at home in the city,
and who greatly appreciated the chance ro
use my camera occasionally; Ruth was one
of the German girls who helped to carry
materials to the barracks our group was
erecting, and her familiar smile was a part
of every day; Christian is now studying
medicine, and was the life of every work
day; Elfrieda could speak no English, yet
she became one of the closest friends of
many in the unit; Nico left our camp early
to return to Holland where he was drafted
i n t o a Dutch "conscientious objector"
camp; Kathleen, who was from England,
had never met Mennonites before, but is
expressing her deep appreciation for the
rich experience she shared by volunteering
for another voluntary service project in
Germany this spring. These friends, and
the many others I met while serving only
those few weeks in MCC European Voluntary Service, will be treasured all my life.
My circle of friends has become international in -character, and one always discovers that the bonds of international
Christian friendship surmount all national
differences and prejudices.
«
In Nazi Germany, the youth who are today your age and mine had very little contact with the rest of the world. For the ten
years or more previous to the end of the
war, they lived in a stare bereft of a free
press, and in isolation from other national
groups. The end of the war shattered and
smashed into disillusion their whole outlook on life, leaving a tremendous vacuum
in the minds of German youth. Thus it is
that the fundamental craving of these
young people is for fellowship, friendship,
and understanding with the youth of other
countries. This appeal is stated over and
over again in their conversation, their
periodicals, and their letters. They appreciate our gifts of food and clothing, but
even more than this they want to understand and talk with you and me, the young
people of the church that has demonstrated
its willingness to serve them "in the Name
of Christ."
After a service with the Mennonite refugees, in Gronau, each of us was escorted
to his quarters by some of the refugees, all
of them very anxious to meet other young
people, especially their Mennonite friends
from America. In a certain German school,
one of the students, a former U-boat commander, took a long walk with me and ex-
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a better opportunity to visit so much of interest from Mennonite history etc., as in
giving a period of service such as this. But
as* one looks back on a period of voluntary
service it is not the travel itself that seems
of most value—it is the service one has
been able to render.

pressed his great desire for companionship
with young fellows from other countries.
Our work project furnished an excellent
I've intended this article to be more than
avenue through which to foster understanding among the young people of the five a one sided report of the travels of our
nationalities represented. The reconstruc- group of forty young American Mennotion work we actually accomplished was nites, or a description of the various counsignificant and much appreciated, yet of tries of Europe which we visited and learnfar greater consequence are the friendship ed to appreciate. I have intended it to be
and understanding that were cultivated. In a challenge to all of us to respond to this
many ways it was apparent that the pri- primary need of our fellow young people
mary reason the European young people in Europe for Christian fellowship and
came to our unit was to become acquainted friendship. We can fulfill this need in
European Voluntary Service. The need
with their American friends.
There is a vacuum to be filled in Europe draws us, the door is open. Are we willing
today. Those young people have an intense to participate in this life-enriching venneed for friendship, fellowship, and com- ture?
panionship with us. As we Mennonite
In Christ there is no East or West
young people respond to this need, may
this be our rule-of-thumb: Christ first,
In Him no South or North
others second, ourselves last. It is the uniBut one great fellowship of love
versal spirit of Christ that gave meaning
Throughout the whole wide earth.
to our experience in Europe this past summer. And further, only by thinking more
of the needs of others than of ourselves can
It is a woeful mistake to measure difficulour service in Europe be successful.
ties by what we are. The question is what
Of course, one cannot overlook the many God is; then the difficulties that appear like
great values one receives personally from mountains looming through the mists of
such an adventure. Travel is an excellent our unbelief are but the occasion for the
education in itself, and one can never have display of His power.

From Palace To Hut
When Saint Bernard was a young man Targe house on the top of a mountain, and
he had a beautiful home with everything every night a bright light shone in the winmoney could buy. He wore expensive dow to guide the travelers. Bernard and
clothes; ate delicious food; rode upon a his friends had twelve big, faithful dogs to
beautiful horse. But he was not happy. help them in their work, these dogs would
"How can I be happy," he asked, "when I go out to find lost travelers.
see so many about me poor, and hungry,
The work of helpfulness went on for
and s a d ? " His father and mother loved
some
years, then one day an aged couple
their son, but they cared nothing about the
came to the door. They seemed poor and
poor and unfortunate ones.
tired. Bernard asked them to come in and
One day, Bernard said good-by to his rest. As they sat by the fire they told him
father and mother, left his beautiful home, their story. Years ago they had an only
and went to live alone in the mountains son. They wanted him to be a great prince,
where he could help the poor and needy but he went away because he wanted to
ones. When they were sick, he nursed them. help the poor and sad. Said the aged couWhen they were sad, he tried to cheer ple, "We have traveled far and wide searchthem. Always, he talked to them about the ing for him, but we have never found
Lord Jesus.
him."
Near his hut there was a lonely road
Saint Bernard recognized them as his
where travelers often lost their way in the
own
father and mother. He kissed them
winter when the snow lay deep. With a big,
beautiful dog at his side, and a staff in his and welcomed them to his hospice. He
hand, Bernard tramped over the mountains showed them the light that burned all night
looking for some poor, lost traveler. Ten- in the window of the hospice, and the great
derly he would carry the lost traveler to dogs that helped so faithfully. The father
his warm hut, where he would tend him and mother asked, "Can't we stay and help
and feed him until he was able to go on you do our blessed Lord's work?" After
that they lived together and went out with
his way.
the faithful dogs to find lost travelers.
After a while some of Bernard's friends
came to help him. Together they built a
—Gospel Herald*
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The Preacher and His Duties
Edward

We herewith print the second installments of two writings prepared by College
Stud&nts at Messiah College. These articles
represent careful thought, and preparation.
The issues treated arte of vital interest to
the constituency this periodical serves.
— / . N. H.
(Continued from last issue)
The Minister Must be a Good Preacher
HE faithful, devoted, and consecrated
minister of the Gospel is a mighty
power for good in any community.
Oh, what a position is that of the preacher; what position more sublime, more important, more responsible: the highest, the
most responsible position possible for any
man to attain in this world! No one should
ever enter the high calling of the preaching of the Gospel of Jesus Christ unless he
is fully persuaded that he is called by the
Spirit of God and sent by the church. He
thus becomes a servant of the Most High.
God does not always call His most powerful preachers from the ranks of the learned, but can even use the humble fishermen,
and give them the power of His Spirit
whereby they are enabled to turn many
souls from sin unto God. Responsible
position indeed. A man before his fellowmen, dealing with the immortal souls of
men, persuading men and women to turn
away from sin and enter the narrow way
that leads to Heaven.
"See that soul, it is given into your care,
it is on the side of a great precipice^ going
down, down, not yet out of mercy's call
and reach.
It is the business of the minister to point
out the "Way, the Truth, and the Life."
"Up-to-dateness" has taken hold on many
preachers in these last perilous days, many
are following the trend of modern religious
thought which in many respects is not
sound and orthodox. "To the word of our
God" should be the desire of every preacher whether people are pleased to call it "up
to date" or not. "Cling to the Bible."
True to our charge, loyal to our King,
faithful to His cause, saying with the Apostle Paul, "For I determined not to know
anything among you, save Jesus Christ and
Him crucified.
"The sermons which cost little are often
worth about what they cost." The Bible is
the best theological seminary, the Holy
Spirit the best Teacher.
When a preacher truly, really, honestly,
and sincerely can say the words of the poe:
in the following stanza, then we feel con-
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fident that his labors will be crowned with
success, we repeat, such a spirit of humble
submission to His will, will help wonderfully in preparing his sermons:
"Oh, to be nothing, nothing, simply to lie
at His feet
A broken and emptied vessel, for the Master's use made meet;
Emptied, that He might fill me, as forth
to His service I go:
Broken, that then unhindered, His life
through me might flow."
The preacher should always preach the
whole Cospel. "Our message is handed to
us in a finished form, and it is our solemn
duty to deliver it as we received it, without
addition, subtraction or alteration, neither
increased, diminished or modified."
Our field is the world, "be instant in
season, out of season." Wherever and whenever we have opportunity, we should act
as faithful ambassadors of our King.
Preachers should preach the whole counsel of God whether people will hear or
not. Over and above and beyond the applause of men, is the all seeing and ever
watchful eye of God, whose "Well done"
will be worth more to us, in the great day
of reckoning than the favors and applause
of all the world.
The Minister should be a Good Pastor
The work of every minister who has
charge of a congregation is at least twofold ; it is partly in the pulpit and partly
out of it. The first is the work of the
preacher; the second, the work of the pastor. The two are inseparable in the life
of a successful minister. The preacher is
in the pulpit but an hour or two each Sunday; but his pastoral work should occupy
more or less of his time during the week,
in looking after the individual needs of the
members of his flock, such as visiting the
sick and afflicted; comforting the troubled
and bereaved; encouraging those who are
sorely tried, and looking after the various
activities of the Church.
The minister's business is to win souls
for Christ, and build them up in faith and
holy living; all this cannot be well done
by a sermon or two each week, even though
the sermons be equally as good as those
preached by Paul.
The minister who is a faithful pastor
will not need to preach to empty pews.
It is a true saying that "A house-going
minister makes a church-going people."
The faithful pastor will feed his flock
with Scriptural food. To be a pastor
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means to be a shepherd; to be a shepherd
means to take care of sheep, to take care
of sheep means to feed them, fold them,
and care for them in every possible way.
To be a successful shepherd or pastor, a
man must have tact, good judgment, a
knowledge of human nature, familiarity
with the Word of God knowing how to
rightly divide it in order to properly feed
and nourish the soul of each individual
member under his charge.
There are at least three things which
are absolutely necessary for the pastor to
do in order to make ample provision for
the spiritual nourishment and growth of
his flock. First, he must feed the lambs
and the sheep. Second, he must give them
healthful food. Third, he must adapt the
food to their needs. Adaptation in the
pastor's work is very essential to success;
it should have every preacher's thoughtful
and prayerful study. The preacher is dealing with immortal souls, men and women
who, like sheep, are inclined to go astray
unless rightly directed, and wisely cared
for by a faithful shepherd.
The lambs as well as the sheep need to
be fed; the lame and weak ones need special care; the aged and sickly need tender
nursing, and the wayward ones need careful watching. The food must be healthy,
digestible, and nutritious; adapted to the
various needs of the flock. If all the members of the flock were mature Christians,
with pure, comprehensive minds, with keen
appetites for the unadulterated Word, with
a real thirst and relish for the things which
build up the spiritual life, then it would
be an easy matter for the minister to supply the needs of his congregation, but such
conditions are exceedingly rare.
The preacher should prayerfully consider the spiritual needs of his congregation in preparing the Gospel meal for
them; one particular kind of food cannot
be given with advantage to each member
of the flock. The lambs need food that is
very simple, and given in a plain way,
easy to be understood. In order to promote the growth of the lambs they must
be fed upon "the sincere milk of the
Word." In speaking of lambs, we have in
mind children, young converts, older ones
who are not able to endure "strong meat";
those who are not able to comprehend the
deep things of the Word. To this class
the preacher should use great plainness of
speech, given in a simple every-day manner.
The pastor should watch against destructive agencies. There are, in these latter
days, many destructive agencies at work,
sapping the spiritual life out of many of
the churches. These agencies are set at
work by Satan the great enemy of the
Christian religion.
A church with a vigilant pastor, watching constantly lest any of the flock should
(Continued on page fourteen)
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Separation
Glen Frey
(Continued from last issue)
IV. Post

Reformation

NABAPTISTS: In the years following the
action of Martin Luther nailing his
ninety-five theses to the door of Wittenburg
Cathedral, which started the revolt in the
Catholic Church, other men were leaders
of other groups which held varying beliefs.
Some of these were the Reformed lead by
Zwringli and the group which came to be
called the Anabaptists.
Comparing the situation of that day with
a government legislation, the Catholics
were the Rights—the Lutherans Right Center. The Reformed group which retained
the beliefs of certain features of union of
church and state were Left Center and the
Anabaptists, those without any religious
hierarchy and held beliefs based on the
New Testament example of a church separated from the state were the extreme
Lefts. They were a radical tail of Zwinglism with which group they split. At a second public debate or discussion in 1523
Simon Stumph, disagreed with Zwingli
when he held that differences between the
representative Church factions should be
referred to the Zurich council for decision.
Stumph said, "The spirit of God has already decided." At this point Anabaptism
started.
A number of men began to insist upon
a completely new church different from
Catholics and Zwinglians. They wanted a
sin conscious church. One in which the people worshiped and obeyed God because of
their own deep convictions and after the
order of the Church of the apostolic times.
They first met in the homes of members
for Bible study and it became clear that
their conception of a true church was correct.
Zwingli continued to hold to infant baptism. The group led by Stumph, Reublin,
Mantz, Blaurock and others said infants
had no faith therefore could not be baptized. Another public meeting or council
was held and they decided in favor of infant baptism, banished the holding of Bible study meetings and banished the radical leaders who were not natives of Switzerland.
Four of the leaders of Anabaptism—Conrad Grebel: An important leader who was
well educated. He was at first associated
with Zwingli. In 1523 he started to break
with him. Grebel was the first to rebaptize
any one. From this practice came the term
Anabaptist.
George Blaurock: Rebaptized over one
thousand converts in Switzerland a n d
Tyrol. He renounced the Catholic Church.

A
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came to Zwingli and then to the radicals,
the Anabaptists.
Wilhem Reublin, was a fiery preacher
and a missionary to Moravia. He got into
trouble with the authorities but escaped
being martyred.
After the meeting of 1525 this group,
the Anabaptists, continued to baptize adults
upon confession of faith. The first group
of men to be baptized were baptized by
each other, this was followed by the breaking of bread. These actions marked a complete break with the state church party.
The Zwinglians called them rebaptizers to
which they objected. They said they did
not rebaptize because infant baptism is not
Biblical therefore they cannot be said to
have been baptized truly when they were
infants.
The separation of the A n a b a p t i s t s
brought much persecution upon them. They
were put in jail and parents who failed to
have children baptized were fined. When
this failed to conquer the movement terrible persecution started. Leader Mantz
was drowned. Some were left to rot in
prison, some were broke on the rack or
burned at the stake, some where buried
alive. Scores and thousands were thus dealt
with for the next one hundred years in
Switzerland, Germany, Austria and Moravia. Catholics, Lutherans and Calvinists
gave their full consent to the persecution.
Even Zwingli, after failing to convince the
group to return to his doctrine, went the
limit in persecution of them.
They thought these rebaptizers were on
the wrong road and that their souls would
be lost, also many false suspicions were
aroused about them which fired the persecution. But the group continued to grow
into Southern Germany, Tyrol, Austria and
Moravia. Later it flowed to the mouth of
the Rhine river, into the Netherlands and
north west Germany. Congregations were
in many of the large cities.
The Waldenses were another group
which broke away from the C a t h o l i c
Church holdin? many of the same beliefs
as the Anabaptists.
The period of growth for the Anabaptists
was of short duration. By imperial decree
they were out-lawed and both state and
church combined to stamp out the movement. This action tended to drive it under
cover. Most of the early leaders followed
the martyrs to torture and death, but few
came to a natural end.
Their adherence to the doctrine of nonresistance was one of the causes of their
persecution by the government. They refused to sanction war and rejected mili-
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tary service. The custom of the time was
to appear in public with a dagger in one's
belt. These brethren wore wooden sticks
instead.
They held that Christians should not
hold government offices such as magistrates,
etc. but gave them obedience and cooperation as far as one's conscience allowed him
to go. According to the New Testament
injunction they prayed for the ruling authorities.
They considered themselves citizens of a
different kingdom, the kingdom of God.
One reason they could not hold a government office was the fact that the government
was the one who persecuted and killed the
Christians, therefore if they were officials
they would have to carry out the government orders to persecute the Anabaptist
Christians.
The Anabaptists refused to take oaths
due to the scriptural injunction, "Swear
not at all."
There is evidence that their daily life
and conduct bore the fruits of Holiness and
Separation by the testimony of Kessler,
quote, "Their daily work and conduct appears to be upright, godly and entirely
blameless. They shun costly clothes, avoid
excessive eating and drinking, wear coarse
clothing, and broad felt hats. They go
about humbly, without weapons, neither
swords nor pipes but with a short broad
knife. They seem much more concerned
about living upright than the Baptists."
And the Grand Duke of Hesse, quote, "I
see more upright living among those that
are called sects than among the Lutherans."
The Mennonites were another of these
groups of radicals whose founder was
Menno Simons or rather he was one of the
leaders of the Anabaptists and later those
who followed him were called Menists or
Mennonites. There were Mennonites in
Holland, France, Germany and Prussia in
his day. They were opposed to military
service and suffered much persecution.
They lived close to the Bible standard of
separation. As time went on, opposition
to military service weakened especially
during the exciting times of war. In later
years, "Peace Time Military Training,"
also helped to break down the opposition.
With the loss of the Non-resistance doctrine also went many other peculiar practices such as closed communion, not marrying outsiders and unsalaried ministers.
(To be continued)
"It takes great strength to bring your life
up square
With your accepted thought, and hold it
there;
Resisting the inertia that drags back
From new attempts to the old habit's track
It is so easy to drift back, to sink;
So hard to live abreast of what you think."
—Unknown.
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The Preacher
(Continued from page twelve)
be exposed to the dangers of worldliness,
degrading passions, and destructive winds
of doctrine, is to a great degree fortified
against such destructive agencies. The
minister who fails to be watchful over his
flock, is not worthy of a charge so infinitely great. The lack of vigilance on his
part may mean the destruction of both
lambs and sheep ere he is aware of it.
The pastor should make pastoral visits.
Every minister who meets the requirements
of his sacred calling, will make it a point
to keep in touch with his people, "and see
how they do." This can be best done
through visitation work. It is understood
that every minister must have time for
quiet study of the Word, for secret communion with God, and for devout meditation and prayer. He cannot afford to neglect these to make room for visitation
work, unless it be to visit the sick, or those
who are in extreme need. What time he
has to spare outside of preparing for his
pulpit work, and the support of himself
and family (if he has any) should be
given to making pastoral visits, providing
the visits are of the right kind. Social
visits, or visits made simply for entertainment's sake, or for the purpose of partaking of a good meal, should be excluded
altogether. The faithful preacher will
steer clear of anything so manifestly carnal.
One of the evidences of possessing the
pure and undefiled religion, is, "to visit
the fatherless and widows in their affliction." All visiting, the aim of which is to
edify, encourage, strengthen, and build up
the ones visited, tends to the spiritual advancement of both pastor and his flock.
Last but not least, the preacher must
be a good Example.
Those of us whose business it is to
preach the Gospel of Christ, and set forth
the principles of Christianity, must not
forget that people will watch them critically when out of their pulpits, to better
understand what they mean when they are
in their pulpits. If their conduct before
the people in the community in which they
live contradicts what they preach on the
Lord's day, then their utterances are as
sounding brass to the ears of those who
hear them.
Preaching is of great avail, but example
is far more effective. A godly life is the
strongest argument in favor of Christianity. It is an argument that skeptics cannot
refute, nor demons gainsay.
Exemplary living on the part of the
preacher is infinitely more powerful in
making God's truth effective, than the gift
of oratory. A Christian once remarked,
"My pastor's discourses are not brilliant,
but his daily life is a sermon all the
week."—Grantham, Pa.
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In Step With God
(Continued from page two)
in a Satanic grip, Micaiah was a free man.
a fearless man; he lived above the fog. He
would not be intimidated nor cower at the
ghosts of starvation, prison bars, fire or
death. Yes this was his potential future,
but he was God's man at the right place.
Teaming with those kindred spirits of other
days, who said, "Our God is able to deliver
and, if not, we will not serve your gods,"
or take that fiery Baptist who told Herod
his sin at the expense of his own head.
When God's will is in a man and that man's
will is in God, you have indeed a strange
character on earth. A godly man, such was
Micaiah.
Look how absolutely certain these perverse seers were; why, one of them feeling insulted up and lambasted Micaiah for
the audacity to defy the counsel of the four
hundred clerics. Of course they courted
the favor of Ahab not of God.
Time is the great solvent and leveler of
many an ideological battle. This is very
evident here.
Let me hurry to the end. In due time
catastrophes fell in rapid and severe blows.
Ahab, their idol king, was smitten, and the
confederate Jehoshaphat, deeply chagrined,
went home; national humiliation was a
stinging stroke and the utter frustration of
the counsel of these godless prophets left a
painful silence on that wicked age.
This is the course and ultimate issue of
all error, when sired and horn in an atmosphere of godless delusion. The voice of
Micaiah may be temporarily squelched;
prison doors may click between him and
the outside world and his diet—the water
and bread of affliction, yet he is safe in the
shelter of God. He teamed with God, He
kept step with Him.—Grants Pass, Or>e.

Preacher's Notebook
(Continued from page four)
A Consecrated Cash Register
Joseph of Arimathea had a consecrated
bank account. His eyes were free from
scaly cataracts of silver; he beheld opportunities. It was costly to prepare bodies of
men of rank for the tomb but his consecration counted not the cost. He had the
coin; he saw the need; he had the privilege
of being recorded in eternal archives as
one who responded with his wealth to the
demand of the hour; he was permitted to
give regal burial to the royal Son of God,
when He was being despised and rejected
of men and was numbered among the
cursed who hang upon a tree.
Today the blessing of the Lord awaiteth
those whom the Lord hath given power to
get wealth, whose eyes of understanding
have been enlightened that they may see
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the need of the hour, whose ears have been
unstopped that they may hear the call of
the moment, whose hearts and hands are
ready to respond with a "Here am I (and
all that I possess.")—Upland, California.

Philosophy of Life
(Continued from page six)
God of love. His followers obey Him because they love Him and hence it is not
only a duty but a joy and a delight? Since
God loves all mankind. His disciples must
in turn love all those who are around them.
If they do this, they will attempt to lead
a l l those who are not in fellowship with
God into a perfect union with Him.
This teaching is one which even the most
simple mind can comprehend. And yet it
is magnificant enough to challenge the
keenest of intellects. The attractive feature
•of it lies in the fact that this helief solves
the problems of mankind all over the
world. It brings up those who should be
brought up, and lowers those who are too
high for their own welfare. And when this
has been accomplished, the result is complete happiness. In this we see that the
Christian does not seek happiness as an end
of life, but he finds it to be an inevitable
result of his way of life.
One contributing factor in the failure
of other philosophies was their lack of a
driving force or dynamic. It is not enough
just to know what should be done. There
must be some other motive to propel man
toward his desired goal. Christianity answers this problem by providing a dynamic
in the person of Jesus Christ who lives in
the heart of His followers and empowers
them to the extent that they are able to
achieve what would otherwise be considered an impossible ideal.
Therefore when a Christian is at his best
he is enabled to utilize the desirable parts
of all philosophies! He is blessed with
the happiness which the Epicurean vainly
strove for; he is stabilized to meet the
problems of life with the Stoic, but without the coldness which accompanied that
belief; he finds it possible to "know himself" as Socrates advocated; he is filled
with satisfaction when his doctrine actually works at all times; (John Dewey vainly
strove for this outside of Christianity) he
can face the problems of life objectively
with Plato and Aristotle; and it is possible
for him to approach the "categorical imperative" which Kant proposed. Why? Because he is living in harmony with his
Creator and is filled with power to "overcome the world!"
"But seek ye first the kingdom of God,
and his righteousness; and all these things
shall be added unto you." I have truly
found Christianity to be a philosophy of
life that works. Have you?
—Grantham, Pa.
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(Continued from page seven)
How contrary the idea of the weeping
sower is to the modern concept of whipping
up enthusiasm with pep talks and banquets. Yet as truly as we are alive back of
every real victory for Christ there is the
toil of the weeping sower.
There are tears of sacrifice. We simply
cannot do the work of God without sacrifice. It may be our desire to let others
carry the burden and pay all the price in
sacrifice, but the price must be paid. Then,
too, there are tears of suffering. It is no
light thing to face the contradiction of
sinners, perhaps in the homes circles as
well as in the larger spheres of life. Jesus
knew such suffering.
The true worker cannot get along without tears of compassion and intercession.
Doubtless we would do more for Jesus if
our hearts felt the need of the unsaved
more keenly. And is not the triumph of the
church in the work of winning souls in
direct ration to her intercession.
The experience of entire sanctification
puts men and women in close companionship and fellowship with Jesus. They are
concerned for the same things He cared
about, they are touched with the same
needs that moved Him with compassion.
We recognize that there is infinite difference in degree between the Master's burden bearing and ours, but the spiritual battle is the same because the Spirit is the
same. The Spirit-baptized saint knows the
meaning of "prayers and supplications
with strong crying and tears." God give
us more of them.
—Pilgrim Holiness

Advocate.

In The Homeland
(Continued from page ten)
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and Friday nights was devoted to the children. The first Saturday night was a youth
rally. The message was "Keep Thyself
Pure." We feel that these meetings have
also been a great help to our people who
had been saved before. The last night
brought a record crowd of over 215 by count.
On the last Sunday morning during the
revival Bro. Brubaker gave a message on
"The Home," after which Mr. and Mrs.
Orvin White, Jr. publicly dedicated their
daughter, Ina Mae, to the Lord.
This revival has brought to us great joy
but also new responsibilities and cares. The
devil is very busy trying to hinder the progress of the work. Will every reader pray
for those who have had a good experience
but have gone back on God? There is so
much to do and so little time and talent to
do it. The work in Virginia has passed
through great crisis the past year. Pray
that a strong church may be established.

. . . He Cares . . .
1

Lancaster, Pa.
Readers of the Visitor no doubt remember the announcement in the Visitor in
November of the Anniversary and Homecoming which was planned for November
28. That event is now history. While the
attendance was not what had been anticipated, we were not disappointed in the
spirit of the meeeing. The Lord met with
us in a gracious way, and we were happy
to enjoy fellowship with some who had been
absent from our services for years. Experiences of the pioneers of the Lancaster
work were entertaining, interesting and
challenging; the messages by Eld. John N.
Hostetter were stirring and upbuilding.
There was, however, one note of sadness
connected with the Homecoming, as far as
we who worship regularly at Lancaster are
concerned, because Sr. Anna Kachel who had
been connected with the Lancaster work the
longest of any who now attend, and who
had been asked to speak in the afternoon
service, did not speak, for at the time of the
Homecoming she was enjoying the results
of her eternal Homegoing which took place
several weeks earlier. Sr. Kachel's obituary
appears elsewhere in this issue of the Visitor.

this distance is hard surface. The other
half is by road with two creek fords to
cross and two low water bridges. The
weather was very favorable and the creeks
were never swollen. The lowest number of
passengers on any trip was about 30. The
bus was overloaded practically every night
of the meeting. Several nights the Turman's
used their pick-up truck for the extra passengers. Orvin White, Jr. from Sylvatus
was a faithful and trustworthy driver each
night. An offering box on the bus covered
most of the operating expenses. We wish
we could share with the church the thrill
we had to see many young folks come to
church rather than hang out at some place
of amusement especially on Saturday night.
Eld. Arthur Brubaker was greatly used of
the Lord in giving the Gospel message to
hungry audiences. The prayers of the church
were keenly felt, and conviction seized the
unsaved mightily. There was also strong
resistance against conviction. About 30
In January our winter revival was conmanifested a desire for prayer. We rejoice ducted by Eld. Walter 0. Winger, who came
greatly for the seven who bowed at an altar and labored with us for a period of two
of prayer for salvation. P a r t of Tuesday weeks.. The attendance was good through-

*

John C. Craig
No other shares
My weary load like He;
No other seems to see
The tiring lot
That has befallen me—
But Jesus cares.
It seems unfair
That I should be oppressed
„ Lik 3 this, and so distressed
By woe, and of
All gladsome joy suppressed—
But He will care.

Paul and Ruth Wolgemuth
Highland, West Milton, Ohio
On January 23 our revival meetings began with Eld. C. H. Moyer, Elizabethtown,
Pa., as our evangelist and continued until
February 9. He preached powerful and inspiring messages, which brought needed conviction on the congregation. Satan seemed
to be working the first week, but during the
second week by prayer and fasting, many
victories were won for which we are praising the Lord.
On the last Monday night Bro. Moyer
didn't get a chance to preach; the testimony
meeting led on to the altar service. The
Holy Spirit moved in a mighty way bringing a number of seekers who reported definite victory. We certainly give God all the
glory and honor. It is our prayer that Highland will continue to fight the battle for
souls and the Lord as a result of these
meetings.
We appreciate the help of the other districts and thank them for their faithful attendance.
May we all keep on victory's side and be
ready for the Lord's return.
Treva Engle
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He is aware

\

Of all that I may need;
My hungry soul He'll feed;
His gracious love
All else doth far exceed.
Yes, He will care.

:

Naught could compare
With perfect love like this—
No glory do I miss;
Munificence
Of this 6'erwhelming bliss
Now shows His care.

!

For me He cares—
The battle is not mine;
My all I did enshrine
Within His will—
His wondrous plan Divine,
I know He cares!
—Young People's Delight.

out the meetings, and we thank the Lord
for what was accomplished. While no one
sought the Lord publicly at an altar of
prayer, we are glad for those who did seek
the Lord in their homes, and for the children, who, on Decision Day in Sunday
School expressed their desire to be Christians. We ask that you join us in prayer
that these young people will grow spiritually and become rooted and grounded in the
"Faith of our Fathers." We pray the Lord
will continue to use Bro. and Sr. Wingen in
His service as they labor for Him.
One week after the close of the meetings
on Sunday evening we enjoyed a Communion
Service. The solemnity which accompanied
this service was such that lingered with us
after leaving the house of God. In the absence of our Bishop, Henry N. Hostetter,
Bro. Cyrus Lutz had charge of this service,
assisted by Bishop C. N. Hostetter, Sr. As
we live out this ordinance of feet washing
and holy communion in our daily lives, we
believe the Lord will bless His work here at
47 Caroline Street, and much good will be
accomplished for Him. We ask you to help
us pray to this end.
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News Gleanings
medans; 275,000,000 Confucianists; 250,000,
Fight Against Current Evils
In their recent centennial meeting at 000 Hindus; 150,000,000 Buddhists; and the
Houston, Texas, The Baptist General Con- remainder in numerous smaller classes. The
vention of that state made plans to fight to- Roman Catholic Church numbers its memday's "nine outstanding evils." A ten mil- bership at more than 300,000,000. This conlion dollar budget has been raised to combat stitutes a tremendous task for genuine evanliquor, gambling, indecent and immoral gelical believers.
movies, bad literature, divorce, desecration
of womanhood, juvenile and adult delinMissionaries Stay On
quency, Sunday desecration and war.
Though times continue to be grave in
China, and though much non-essential forNine New Bible Languages
eign personnel has already been evacuated
The British and Foreign Bible Society in and others are following, according to one
London has announced that it has added national religious report, missionaries are
nine languages to its list of translations this not among those leaving. Apart from some
past year. The society now publishes the changes in location, they are remaining at
Scriptures in 778 languages and dialects.
their posts. They are hoping and praying
that these new hardships through which the
Sunday School by Air
Chinese Christians are forced to pass will
Dr. Walter A. Maier's Lutheran Hour serve to purify and deepen their devotion
Broadcast has announced the launching of to Christ.
a "Sunday School by Mail" program in
which the Missouri Synod Lutheran Church,
of which Dr. Maier is leader, offers free instruction in the Bible by mail for those families who are too far from their local church
to attend Bible School.
"One Great Hour"
Nearly all of the Christian groups in
America are planning to cooperate in a naAustralia's Postal Sunday School
Another unique home missionary project tion-wide drive for funds to be used in reis the Postal Sunday School Movement in lief work. The broadcast called One Great
Australia, which now has an enrollment of Hour, is to be given on the evening of
more than 21,500 country children. These March 26, between ten and eleven o'clock. It
is estimated that 50,000,000 people will hear
children live in 12,000 homes scattered far the
program. People will be urged to go to
and wide throughout the land. None of them church
on Sunday, March 27 and there make
is able to attend any Sunday school or their special
contribution in an offering eschurch. But through the mails they are be- pecially for this "one great cause."
ing reached with the Bible lessons.
The fact t h a t relief needs to continue is
This wqrk is an undenominational "faith"
work. And its lesson magazine, "Joy Bells," indeed confirmed. However, the Mennonite
is sent free of charge to children who en- Central Committee is not a participating
roll, some of them as far as 550 miles from agency in this nation-wide effort, partially
the nearest railway station, 300 miles from because of the methods of solicitation to be
the nearest shopping center, and 30 miles used. The MCC depends rather on the
sustained and regular giving of the brotherfrom the nearest neighbor.
hood, as the means of financial support.
Private Christian Schools Increase Enroll- Anyone in local Mennonite congregations
who feel challenged to give additionally for
ment
as a result of such outside publicity,
The Supreme Court's decision on religious relief
s h o u l d continue channeling contributions
education is credited with affecting enroll- through
the respective conference treasment in Christian private schools. Wheaton urers.
College Academy . last fall enrolled the
largest number of students in its history,
with prospects of a continued rise. More Worthy Gifts
One of the workers in Germany reports
and more Christian high schools are being
developed without any sacrifice of scholastic an experience verifying the value of the
standards. For many Christian families in policy to send for relief only those materials
America this seems to be the answer to a which in quality are worthy of distribution
tendency toward irreligion in the public "In the Name of Christ." Certain refugees
(Non-Mennonites) in a camp near Frankschools.
furt, who had lost everything, received
Christmas Bundles for their children. They
CBMCI Numbers More Than 10,000
patched until patches no longer held—
The Christian Business Men's Committee had
only what they wore and while these
International, of which the prominent Chris- had
being washed they had to remain in
tian industrialist, Robert G. LeTourneau, were
They wept for joy as they found these
has been the president, now has a member- bed.
warm, almost new and urgently needship of more than ten thousand Christian good,
ed clothing with the MCC label. They said,
business men. The new president elect is "Truly
is done in the Name of Christ
Robert S. Swanson, a New York baking and withthis
such love. What little we have recompany executive.
ceived before has been so dirty and torn and
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Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship Grows
From a small beginning on the campus of
the University of Washington in 1928, the
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, a movement to bring together university students
wKo wish to engage in an aggressive program of prayer, Bible study and personal
witnessing into fellowship with other believers, has grown into a spiritual force including 275 secular campuses and more than
13,000 students.
An un-spectacular movement on any campus, it begins with two or three students
who meet for prayer and Bible study and
mutual encouragement against the prevalent
rationalistic attacks upon Christian faith.
Meeting daily for prayer, holding weekly Bible study groups and learning to live gracious
Christian lives before their fellow students
soon enrolls a roommate here and a friend
there. From this type of personal work upon "a university campus—a great challenging field for American evangelism—the program grows until, like at the University of
Michigan, the Fellowship includes as many
as 250 students.

Relief Notes

A Two Billion Challenge
Our Hope magazine, in commenting upon
the -two billion people who are lost in our
generation because they are sinners and do
not know the Lord Jesus Christ as the only
Savior from sin, lists them in the following
categories, namely: 150,000,000 who call
themselves atheists; 300,000,000 Moham-

-

-

worthless and so we had very little good
from it. People thought anything will do
for the Germans. With these nice clothes
we feel like people again, and are encouraged to know there are still those in the
world who, out of their love for Christ, are
interested in doing good to those in need."
Refugees Hold Nonresistant Position
Fourteen Russian Mennonite refugee families, including 57 persons, are now at the
Ludwigsburg Resettlement Center waiting
to be processed for migration to the United
States. They have already been accepted by
the U. S. Displaced Persons Commission, and
are now awaiting Consular action.
It seems that the present delay in their
approval is partly because of their conscientious objection to the bearing of arms.
This matter is being clarified through contact with the U. S. State Department. Although the United States requires statements of loyalty on the part of immigrants,
it has been interpreted that this does not
necessarily mean the bearing of arms.
All of the people in this group will be
settled in Kansas and Minnesota when they
have entered the United States.
MCC Advises Draftees
Although the draft quotas during recent
months have been cancelled, it seems that
local boards are continuing in the classification of some registrants. Recently a number of inquiries have come in regarding the
significance of Class V-A. This classification under the present regulations is given
to those registrants who have reached the
age of 26 and are therefore not available
for induction because of over-age. In the
order of classifications this is lower than
IV-E, and therefore nonresistant young men
may accept this without jeopardizing their
right for a IV-E classification later, in case
there is any change in age limits.
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